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What could be less relevant to world history than Japan’s Proclamation
of Neutrality during the Franco-Prussian War in 1870? Indeed, the event
is typically absent from histories of Japan’s modern diplomacy and
international relations.1 However, if we consider Japan’s Proclamation
of Neutrality in the context of the history of international law and
its translation into East Asia in the nineteenth century, then Japan’s
Neutrality Proclamation becomes a significant set of events. In fact, as the
first act of international diplomacy undertaken by the revolutionary Meiji
government—the regime of 1868 that successfully westernized Japan
within four decades—Japan’s effort at neutrality in the Franco-Prussian
War was a defining experience in Japan’s international development.
Because the European powers refused to recognize Japanese sovereignty
in its territorial waters and its foreign relations, Japanese leaders of the
new state came to realize the extent to which their participation in the
international law of the Family of Nations enforced their submission to
the western powers.
Fifteen years later, Japan’s experience during the Sino-French dispute
deepened its understanding of neutrality. The dispute, in which neither
side ever formally declared war, nonetheless involved belligerent acts of
war, such as the French blockade of Taiwan. The Japanese government
was faced with a conundrum: to declare official neutrality or to follow the
examples of Britain and the United States and remain friendly with both
belligerents. The dispute produced much confusion, annoyed members
of the international community, and provoked a number of proposals to
reform the laws of war. International jurists started recommending the
requirement of formal declarations of war on the part of belligerents and
proclamations of neutrality on the part of neutrals.
This essay examines Japanese neutrality in the context of the history of
neutrality during the nineteenth century. As an international and transcultural process, this history is marked, on the one hand, by changing
ideas of international laws of war and the rights of neutrals among the
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Western powers and, on the other hand, by three points at which Japan’s
international history intersected with these developments in the meaning
and practice of neutrality: Japan’s mistakes during the Franco-Prussian
War; Japan’s informal neutrality during the Sino-French conflict of 1884;
and Japan’s successful declaration of neutrality during the SpanishAmerican War in 1898. We begin with an examination of the concept
of neutrality in Europe and in Chinese and Japanese translations of
international law in the 1860s. We then turn to the connection between
shifts in translation words and shifts in the practice of neutrality in the
nineteenth century; that is to say, shifts in the practice and meaning of
neutrality among the Family of Nations. For neutrality evolved during the
nineteenth century, and Japan’s own effort to enact neutrality was but one
piece of that evolution.
1. Chinese and Japanese Translations of “Neutrality”
Any discussion of the translation of a concept such as neutrality faces two
problems of linguistic methodology at the outset. First, a concept must be
located in the material of words, the meanings of which are determined by
their context in some text or argument or discourse. To imagine concepts
apart from their manifestation in words, or to ascribe to concepts some
universal identity that can be traced through history, would be to commit
an error of “semantic transparency.” There is, for example, no universal and
fixed idea of “neutrality.” The meanings or ideas contained by the words
“neutral” and “neutrality”—and their cognates in Latin, French, German,
and so on—changed in the course of European history. As I recount below,
the meaning of neutrality in nineteenth-century Europe vacillated between
abstention from conflict and impartiality during conflict, before officially
fixing on the latter at the 1907 Hague Peace Conference. Hence, we do
well to remember that meaning is not transparent. A word’s meaning in
one text has a problematic relationship to prior and subsequent iterations
or translations; and such a series of words must be questioned for the
meaning they may hold. Rather than think about meaning in an ideal
or “transparent” sense, apart from words, I urge us instead to locate
meaning in the material context of words.2 When we turn to the problem
of translation words for neutrality in Chinese and Japanese, we face two
trajectories of meaning that intersect with each other: European words
and those represented by Chinese characters used in China and Japan. The
problem of understanding the translation of neutrality becomes an effort
to mark these intersections in developments of meaning. To complicate
matters, as we will see, the translation of neutrality into Japanese is
troubled by the presence of compound words and abbreviations.
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But there is a second problem of methodology, one which has been
central in the shift of translation studies from linguistics to semiotics and
discourse analysis in the past three decades. To theorize about translation
in this abstract manner is to imagine translation in the same way that a
translator pursues his or her craft, as a mediation between two languages.
Beginning with Roman Jakobson’s work decades ago, linguists have
repeatedly critiqued such a version of translation. The fact that words
pass readily among languages demonstrates the porous boundaries of any
given language. Accordingly, a language is not so much a thing as a pattern
of behavior, and words are transcultural material, available to language
users independent of such idealized unitary languages. Moreover, acts of
translation are directed to target audiences at the level of performance
or parole, which is not at all the focus of linguistics with its idealized
languages or langues. So, in addition to the material context of words in
texts, we should examine the social setting in which meaning is generated
and discourse is constructed. For the meanings of concepts and words in
translation are best understood in those historical settings that give rise
to their efficacy.3 Accordingly, this essay examines how neutrality and its
translation words engaged those diplomatic institutions and international
events in which neutrality was politically meaningful.
In the 1860s, at least two sources were available to Japanese leaders as
they considered taking a neutral position in the Franco-Prussian War.
One source came from China, the other from Japanese students of the
Dutch, but both of these provided Chinese-character translation words.
For those unfamiliar with the languages of East Asia, suffice it to say that
throughout the nineteenth century educated Japanese were fluent in the
written form of Chinese known as “literary Chinese”; in fact, Japanese
culture incorporated literary Chinese or kanbun as a form of Japanese
language. This situation facilitated the immediate introduction of Chinese
texts to Japan. When W.A.P. Martin translated Henry Wheaton’s Elements
of International Law into literary Chinese in 1864, it was promptly
reprinted in Japan, where, between 1868 and 1876, it underwent several
syntactic transformations and accrued a number of commentaries to
better domesticate the text.4 Martin had undertaken his translation for the
benefit of the Chinese imperial government, in his capacity as an official
employed by the Tongwenguan or Language Institute. His Japanese
commentators similarly sought to better inform the Japanese government
as it pursued diplomacy with the western powers.5
Because Wheaton’s work described international law on the basis of an
empirical observation of existing practice, Martin believed that Wheaton
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offered the Chinese an excellent introduction to international law. Martin
consistently translated neutrality as juwai—read in Japanese as kyokugai
(局外). This was a Chinese word most at home in poetry or belles-lettres,
where it referred to one’s remaining outside a situation or apart from
some development. That is, the term emphasized the outsider status of
the person in question.6 As a translation word for neutrality, Martin used
juwai to indicate the non-involvement of those third parties who were
not belligerents to a conflict, and the term proved successful. Martin’s
translators at the Tongwenguan continued to use juwai to translate
neutrality, as did others who translated international legal texts into
Chinese during the following decades.7 Martin’s Japanese interpreters
consistently followed his translation.
The second source for Japan’s leaders as they considered a formal
neutrality in the Franco-Prussian War came from the Japanese discipline
of Dutch studies, which had developed in the eighteenth century and
taken a dramatic turn in the 1860s, when a group of students were sent to
Holland to study law, politics, and economics. One of them, Nishi Amane,
produced a book that was based on lectures by Simon Vissering, which
he had attended in Leiden between 1863 and 1865.8 Published on the
eve of the Meiji revolution in 1868, Nishi’s book was called Vissering’s
International Law (Fisuserinku-shi bankoku kōhō). Compared to Martin’s
translation of Wheaton, Nishi’s vocabulary drew from an alternative set
of Japanese translations for neutrality. These included, first, the verb
expression katayoranu (倚ラヌ), the negative form of katayoru, which
quite literally means to not take sides or to not be biased, and second,
the translation word chūritsu, which is read in Chinese as zhongli (中立).
Zhongli, or chūritsu, is an ancient Chinese word from the Confucian
classic, Doctrine of the Mean, and refers to the noble leader standing
firmly in the middle without inclining to either side. It refers not to the
behavior of a state but to the attitude assumed by the noble individual in
undertaking the work of government, as he centers his energy for action.9
As a translation word for neutrality, chūritsu shares with katayoranu
and the concept of neutrality the sense of avoiding bias or behaving
impartially. In the 1860s, Dutch studies scholars combined chūritsu with
kyokugai to produce the compound translation word kyokugai chūritsu, a
practice that Nishi encouraged when he equated chūritsu and kyokugai as
translations for neutrality. It is this compound word which appears in all
of Japan’s Proclamations of Neutrality during the nineteenth century, so
we can be confident that both Martin’s and Nishi’s works served as points
of reference for the Japanese government and its advisors in 1870 and
thereafter.10
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2. The Practice of Neutrality in the Nineteenth Century
As it happens, these two translation words for neutrality, kyokugai and
chūritsu, correspond to the debate over the practice of neutrality as it
developed within the international community in the nineteenth century.
Like kyokugai, did neutrality mean abstention—that a neutral shunned all
contact with belligerents? Or, like chūritsu, did it mean impartiality—that
a neutral sided with none of the belligerents but treated them all in the
same manner? It is curious that in using Wheaton as a point of departure,
Chinese and Japanese readers had access to both understandings of
neutrality. Nonetheless they were exposed to Wheaton's preference for
impartiality, which he gleaned from the work of Emeric Vattel and which
was typical of Anglo-American legal scholars in the nineteenth century.11
In his survey of meanings of the concept of neutrality, Ernest Nys
observed that “non-participation” was a common understanding among
the ancient cultures of Egypt, India, and Greece regarding matters of war.
(Rome disallowed such a position—a third party was either with or against
Rome.) In Europe during the middle-ages, particularly at the time of the
Great Schism within the Catholic Church, the idea of neutrality began to
develop as a position of rest or tranquility, of taking no side. Neutrality
in religious matters, however, differed from neutrality in war on land.
Because the feudal systems of the middle ages imposed obligations
on vassal landholders, the most important of which was a right of free
passage granted to one’s superiors and sometimes the enemies of those
superiors, collective recognition of neutral territory was slow to develop.
It achieved a degree of acceptability only with the permanent neutrality of
Malta and Switzerland in the wake of the Treaty of Vienna (1815). In the
nineteenth century, belligerents came to have an interest in agreeing to
the neutral status of certain states, for neutral territory assured an absence
of enemy forces and thus helped define the battleground and belligerent
strategies.12
Neutrality on the high seas during war, however, developed even more
slowly. Unlike the perhaps straightforward task of neutralizing a bounded
territory, the high seas involved the neutrality of persons, especially
owners of ships and cargo. As several historians of law have remarked,
neutrality did not exist at the start of the modern era in Europe, when
mercantilism was a dominant economic form and the capture of ships
was a legitimate economic practice. When two states were at war, a third
party was either an ally or enemy; it could not rest neutrally. The gradual
development of neutral status depended on bilateral treaties and the slow
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development of customary practice, as the arrogance and privileges of
belligerents were transformed into the rights of belligerents and neutrals.
Nonetheless, the powers were committed to the belligerent customs of
declaring contraband and exercising a right to board, search, and seize
ships carrying contraband. The language of the day spoke not of neutrals
but of friends and enemies; enemy ships and goods were always prone
to capture, and those of friends were uncertainly free.13 If, as Nys argues,
some international strategists proposed a concept of neutrality as a state’s
and her subjects’ immunity from war as early as the 1600s, it did not get
a prominent hearing until Vattel’s treatise on the law of nations in 1759.14
Even so, the dominance of belligerent rights in nineteenth-century debates
foreclosed the idea of neutrality as immunity from war, and emphasized
instead the duties which neutrals owed belligerents.15
The terrible destruction wreaked by the Crimean War is often credited as
a harbinger of change. The Declaration of Paris in 1856 began to protect
the private property of neutrals at sea, while the Geneva Convention of
1864 began to protect the neutrality of medical and rescue personnel on
land and sea. Rather than submit to the established custom of war, such
that belligerents gave orders and intimidated neutrals into submission,
reformers strove to make neutrality a position of principle. Beginning in
the 1860s, in coordination with a belligerent’s rights of war, international
lawyers often represented neutrality as two related duties: (1) the duty of
abstention, by which states insisted that its subjects or citizens not take
part in a conflict nor offer any form of support to either of the belligerents,
and (2) the duty of impartiality, by which states argued that a neutral
state should make no restriction against one belligerent that it did not
also impose against the other(s).16 To be sure, these duties of neutrals
corresponded to related rights; if a neutral asserted its right to prevent
belligerent warships from visiting its ports, then the belligerent was bound
by a corresponding duty to respect the neutral right.
But international respect for neutral rights was slow in coming. Like the
1856 Paris Declaration and the 1864 Geneva Convention, neutrality was
usually a matter corollary to some other, arguably more pressing issue.
In the nineteenth century, the context was most often declarations of war
and the belligerent right to declare contraband. The failure of belligerents
to declare war prior to the opening of hostilities created hardships for
neutral merchants. When belligerents decreed one or another commodity
contraband, then neutral shipping suffered directly from the rights of
belligerents to seize contraband goods and the ships carrying them. In fact,
one prominent call for reform—that a declaration of war must precede the
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opening of hostilities—was made in 1885, following the peculiar situation
produced by the Sino-French conflict of 1884, in which neither belligerent
ever declared war but in which France decreed a blockade of Taiwan,
designated rice as contraband, and in general, produced much confusion
for Japan, Germany, the United States, and Britain as their ships traversed
the China coast.17 Indirect discussion of neutrality at the first Hague Peace
Conference in 1899 produced no results. However, at the second Hague
Conference in 1907, which followed the very problematic Russo-Japanese
War, the international community settled on a number of neutral rights.
Most relevant to our purposes in this essay, delegates to The Hague
determined that neutrality as the duty of impartiality alone pertained to
international law. As it was then articulated, any prohibition imposed by a
neutral power against a belligerent must be impartially applied against all
belligerents, in war on land and sea.18 Abstention—the shunning of contact
with belligerents—was not a duty in international law but a matter left to
each state’s own national law.
The Japanese compound term for neutrality, kyokugai chūritsu, nicely
captures these two understandings of neutrality. Kyokugai, or the noninvolvement of the outsider, corresponds to the duty of abstention. A neutral
does not take part in a conflict and does not offer aid to either belligerent.
Chūritsu, by comparison, corresponds to the duty of impartiality: one
stands in the middle and takes no side. It is clear that Japan’s experience of
neutrality in the Franco-Prussian War was a struggle over not abstention
but impartiality or chūritsu. Japan found itself so inextricably bound to
both belligerents that abstention seemed an erroneous description of
neutrality. Japan did not actively assist either France or Prussia, but its
territory was used for military purposes against its will. In the same way
that the international community decided in 1907 that abstention was a
matter for each state to determine according to its municipal law, and that
impartiality was the only duty of neutrality under international law, so too
the Japanese came to emphasize neutrality as impartiality—the middle
position of taking no side.
At the same time, the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 marks that moment
at which the practice of neutrality among the western powers began to
shift. Prior to 1870, the leading naval powers—Great Britain, France,
the United States , and Spain—typically issued neutrality proclamations
that prohibited their own respective subjects or citizens from becoming
involved in a conflict that did not include the motherland. They focused
on abstention. While, for example, the first such act in 1794 on the part
of the United States was called a “neutrality proclamation,” the British
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counterpart of 1819 was a “foreign enlistment” act; analogous to its
American precedent, it prohibited British subjects from enlisting in
foreign armies or navies or in giving aid to any belligerent in a conflict
toward which Britain remained neutral.
But in the 1860s, practices began to change. This was largely a result of both
the American civil war, which produced great acrimony between Britain
and the United States over British subjects aiding the Confederate navy
as it attacked United States shipping, and the War of the Triple Alliance
(or Paraguayan War), in which Paraguay’s effort to expand to the sea
was combated by Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay.19 In 1866, in response
to the South American war, the Dutch issued a new style of neutrality
proclamation, which shifted the primary target of prohibitions from
Dutch subjects to foreign belligerents. The Dutch proclamation concerned
the behavior of belligerent ships in Dutch harbors; it prescribed what they
could and could not do and limited the stay of belligerent ships to twentyfour hours. Four years later, with the Franco-Prussian War, Spain, the
United States, and Japan issued similar declarations of neutrality that
asserted neutrality in this new manner, as a set of restrictions imposed
impartially upon all belligerents. These declarations prohibited belligerents
from a range of activities, which included engaging in hostilities in neutral
territorial waters; arming, furnishing or equipping warships in neutral
territory; requesting provisions or coal in neutral harbors more often than
every ninety days; bringing prizes into neutral ports; pursuing an enemy’s
ship from a neutral harbor until 24 hours had elapsed since the departure
of the ship, and so on.20 Such a practice of neutrality would expand in
subsequent decades, especially with the Spanish-American War in 1898
and the Russo-Japanese War in 1904.
3. Japanese Neutrality in the Franco-Prussian War
Japan’s 1870 Proclamation of Neutrality was prepared by Vice-Minister for
Foreign Affairs Terajima Munenori and his superior, Foreign Minister Sawa
Nobuyoshi. They reportedly consulted with the French consul in Tokyo,
Maxime Outrey, and the Prussian (or North German Confederation) consul
Maximilian von Brandt, as well as a third person, the Dutch-American
missionary Guido Verbeck, who taught English at the government’s
institute for western learning, the Kaiseijo. Verbeck was asked to advise
Japanese officials on the language of the proclamation because he was
familiar with Wheaton’s international law and well connected to certain
government officials who had been his students, particularly Terajima’s
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assistant Soejima Taneomi. (Japanese historians have also reported that
Terajima was strongly motivated in reaction to European condescension.
Not only had the western powers been indifferent to Japan’s neutrality
during the earlier Crimean War, but more immediately, von Brandt had
told Terajima that his government would presume to treat Japan as a
neutral during the current conflict with France.) In keeping with Western
practice of international law, Terajima informed the Prussian and French
consuls that Japan intended to assert its right to declare neutrality in the
current conflict.21 Japan’s Proclamation of Neutrality was issued on 24
September 1870, two months after that of Spain and two weeks before
that of the United States.22
A reading of the proclamation demonstrates that it is the equivalent of
comparable neutrality acts by other powers. In its clarity of word and
intent, it should have accomplished precisely what it was intended to do: to
restrict the behavior of belligerents in Japanese territory. But two problems
intervened. One was an oversight on the part of Japanese officials and
the foreigners whom they consulted: Article 3 specified only that, when
warships of both belligerents entered the same Japanese harbor, the one
belligerent warship would not be allowed to depart until 24 hours after the
other had departed. The article neglected to include merchant vessels, and
France would soon take advantage of that omission. The second problem
was a conundrum produced by the regime of extraterritoriality written
into the system of unequal treaties that Japan had signed with the western
powers. Article 4 prohibited foreign warships, which might be stationed
in Japanese harbors for the purposes of protecting foreign residents in
Japan, from undertaking belligerent actions in foreign wars. But because
Japan had so recently suspended by treaty its jurisdiction over foreigners
within Japanese territorial waters, Japan appeared to have no remedy for
violations of Article 4.23
Both problems surfaced in October 1870, as a result of what became known
as the Linois affair. This grew out of a longstanding arrangement between
France and the previous Tokugawa government of Japan to allow France
to station warships in Japanese harbors.24 On 8 October, the French
warship Linois, stationed at Yokohama, observed the German merchant
ship Rhein depart. Since the 24-hour rule did not apply to merchant ships,
the Linois sped off in pursuit of the Rhein, which, in order to forestall
capture, anchored immediately down the coast at Kawasaki, still in
Japanese waters. The Linois continued to harass German merchant ships,
restricting them to Japanese harbors and, eventually, forcing an end to
German trade with Japan.25
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Prussian consul von Brandt protested to the Japanese Foreign Ministry,
and urged the government to revise Articles 3 and 4 of the Neutrality
Proclamation.26 Sawa and Terajima agreed with the Prussian consul
and prepared amended Articles which would, respectively, specify that
merchant ships were not to be pursued until after a 24-hour interval
and prohibit the use of Japanese harbors and inland waters for military
purposes.27 Unfortunately for Japan, not only did French consul Outrey
protest the changes to the original neutrality proclamation, but so
did British Envoy Harry Parkes on behalf of all of the treaty powers in
Japan. Drawing on the principle of “common interest” informed by the
most-favored-nation clause attached to each of Japan’s treaties with
the western powers, Parkes and Outrey argued that Japan could not
unilaterally amend its neutrality proclamation in consultation with only
one of the treaty powers. Only a conference of all the treaty powers could
provide a legitimate solution to the Prussian protest.28 Such a meeting
never materialized, although Terajima and his assistant Soejima met
independently with Outrey and von Brandt later in October.29
During the first months of 1871, France persisted with impunity in
harassing German ships in Japanese waters.30 In March, Outrey made a
final statement on Japanese wishes to revise their neutrality proclamation;
he simply ruled out any change to such a proclamation, once it had been
issued. As for Prussian complaints about the behavior of French warships,
Outrey acknowledged that Prussia was free to do the same as France
in Japanese waters. With great pretension, he praised the Japanese
government for its scrupulous respect for international law and its rigorous
impartiality shown to both belligerents during the conflict.31 Thus, no
solution was achieved during the war, and only when Prussia became
generous after its victory over France did it forgive Japan’s inability to
force France to obey Japanese neutrality regulations. In November 1871,
Prussia dropped its claim against Japan for damages resulting from the
lost trade in Japan.32
Japan’s problematic neutrality in 1870 had a number of consequences.
Most immediately, Japanese leaders realized the gravity of their position
under the unequal treaties and the need to revise them as soon as possible.
A precipitous attempt was undertaken by the Iwakura Mission to the United
States and Europe, which departed in December 1871 and brought up treaty
revision at its first stop, Washington, D.C. Unfortunately, as the United
States Secretary of State pointed out, none of the Japanese diplomats had
the credentials to negotiate new treaties.33 The slow work of treaty revision
would occupy Japanese diplomacy for the next twenty-some years.
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Initially, however, the Japanese government blamed France for the
problems of 1870 and 1871. Takahashi Sakue, one of Japan’s leading
international lawyers who subsequently served as legal advisor to the
Japanese navy during the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese Wars,
argued that France had been at fault in every respect during the FrancoPrussian War. Takahashi judged that, given the widespread acceptance
among civilized nations of the 24-hour rule, French behavior was simply
cynical; and given the clarity of Japan’s original neutrality proclamation,
France had brazenly violated Japan’s prohibition on turning vessels for
the protection of French nationals into belligerents acting against German
vessels. By any standard of international law, when French vessels were
transformed into belligerent warships, they should have then been bound
by the 24-hour rule that applied to belligerent warships.34
From this experience, Japan learned that rights of neutrality depended on
the military power to force belligerents to acknowledge a neutral’s rights.
As neutrality came to mean impartiality, a position that granted an active
role to both belligerent and neutral, the Japanese realized that the only
way to maintain one’s neutrality was to be ready and able to force others
to maintain their own respective duties.
4. Neutrality on Hold: The Sino-French Dispute of 1884-85
Accordingly, the Japanese government was determined to revise its
neutrality proclamation in accord with the precedents of the great powers.
As tension grew between China and France in 1883 and 1884, Japanese
international lawyers studied examples of neutrality proclamations and
prepared a revised law for Japan. According to Takahashi Sakue, an
added incentive was the French presumption that, in the event of war,
Japan would abide by its 1870 neutrality proclamation. Working with
their American advisors in the Foreign Ministry and the Austrian jurist
Lorenz von Stein (an advisor to Japan’s plans for a constitution), Japanese
officials produced a new Proclamation of Neutrality on September 2,
1884.35 Primary among these advisors was Henry Denison, whom the
Foreign Ministry had employed to assist with Japan's treaty revisions.
It is possible that Gustave Boissonade was also consulted; although his
primary responsibility was the preparation of a revised civil code of law
for Japan, he had provided legal advice during Japan’s 1874 invasion of
Taiwan.36
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France had been expanding into Vietnam during the third quarter of the
nineteenth century, giving China cause for anxiety, and went so far as to
occupy Hanoi in April 1882. In a manner resembling Japanese action in
Korea, France had insisted to China that Vietnam was an independent
and sovereign state, free to become France’s protectorate if she so wished.
Several rounds of negotiations, beginning in late 1882, came to naught,
so France increased the pressure on China by sending French troops
to the Chinese-Vietnamese border in March 1883. French and Chinese
troops clashed there in June and, in August, the French navy bombarded
key ports in Taiwan and attacked the southern treaty port of Fuzhou.
Negotiations continued in spite of these military actions, which created
a truly anomalous situation, much to the displeasure of the states most
involved in trade with China: Britain, the United States, Germany, and
Japan.37
But neither China nor France officially declared war; both preferred to rely
on the forbearance of would-be neutrals. France did not want an official
war to close British or Japanese ports on the grounds of official neutrality;
Hong Kong and Nagasaki were key coaling stations for French ships.
Likewise, China hoped that the presence of the other powers along her coast
and in her ports would help to mitigate French aggression. Although the
United States immediately offered its good offices to undertake mediation
between China and France, the French refused any involvement of a third
party.38 The situation dragged on through autumn and, by 1885, France
was fighting an undeclared war by virtue of two actions: France first
declared a pacific blockade of Taiwan in October 1884 and then, in order
to increase pressure on Beijing, declared rice contraband in February
1885. These actions led the western powers and Japan to confer about
whether or not to declare neutrality and, if not, how best to manage the
awkward situation along China’s coast.
Both China and France had already provoked Japan in August and
September 1884 respectively. The Chinese government made three
requests of Japan: to cease coaling French ships in its harbors, to stop
transmitting French dispatches by undersea cable, and to prohibit the
sale of horses destined for the French army. Since China had not declared
war, Japan refused these requests, as did the other powers, which also
declined to assist China in such a manner.39 France, however, went further
by suggesting to the Japanese government that coal might be considered
contraband, in order to keep Japanese coal supplies from the Chinese fleet.
An exchange of visits and diplomatic notes between French Ambassador
to Japan, Joseph-Adam Sienkiewicz, and Foreign Minister Inoue Kaoru,
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eventually clarified that coal would not be declared contraband, in
keeping with France’s longstanding commitment to coal as a free good,
but Sienkiewicz did raise the prospect of fuel oil as contraband. Although
neither article was declared contraband, the Japanese were peeved
that France was meddling with Japanese trade and interfering with the
otherwise good relations between France and Japan. As the Japanese
noted, the best way to protect their trade would be a formal declaration
of neutrality, but like Britain and the United States, they were hesitant to
issue a formal declaration because neither France nor China had formally
declared war.40
In the months that followed, Japan’s official policy was to cooperate in
solidarity with the British, United States, and German governments.41
When France declared a pacific blockade of Taiwan in October 1884,
the British government insisted that, categorically, a blockade is an act
of war. Although the French disputed that judgment, they assured the
British Foreign Office that France would not assume her belligerent right
to search and seize goods on British ships. But the British government
retaliated: it formally announced that it considered that France and China
were in a state of war and it invoked the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1870,
which prohibited French ships from coaling or making repairs in British
ports. The French were particularly annoyed that they were denied access
to Singapore and Hong Kong. But Britain still made no formal declaration
of neutrality, as neither France nor China had yet declared war, and
Britain could keep in reserve the additional threat of more stringent rights
of neutrality that could follow from a formal declaration of neutrality.
Although Japan agreed with the British judgment that a blockade is an act
of war, Japan, like Britain, made no formal declaration of neutrality but,
unlike Britain, chose to remain on good terms with both France and China
by refusing neither access to Nagasaki’s harbor.42
In February 1885, France declared rice contraband, intending to increase
the pressure on China by preventing rice tribute from reaching the court
in Beijing and thereby denying provisions to the north. This action
provoked an outcry of protest among European states; Denmark, for
example, condemned the action as a violation of Danish treaties with
France. Even the French Navy was confused, asking how they could stop
transports of rice if they had not yet declared war.43 In the next weeks, a
cordial row ensued between British Foreign Secretary Lord Granville and
French Ambassador Waddington, as each invoked what his government
felt were the principles of international law. The British eventually agreed
with France that a belligerent had the right to declare as contraband
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whatsoever it chose, and that the judgment regarding the appropriateness
of an article as contraband was left to that belligerent’s Prize Court. But
the problem remained: this was an undeclared war, even if the British
government had already acknowledged a state of war. As public pressure
grew in London and as the French assumed a more belligerent tone, the
British government at last warned France that any attempt to seize rice
from a British ship would be considered a violation of the 1856 Declaration
of Paris and would be countered by force.44 The warning apparently served
its purpose, for no apprehensions of British carriage were reported.
The ambiguities surrounding this undeclared war were never truly settled.
On behalf of the international legal community, German jurist Heinrich
Geffcken roundly condemned French actions. The French had created a
“bizarre” state of affairs alien to international law and more reminiscent
of older practices. Geffcken charged that France’s putative blockade of
Taiwan resembled a reprisal of earlier centuries, and that her assertion
of the belligerent right to declare contraband resembled the eighteenthcentury pretentions of Britain, all in the absence of a declaration of war.
Worse, the abnormality of the situation was augmented by the peculiar
assertion of a limited set of neutral rights on the part of states such as
Britain that refused to declare themselves formally neutral.45 Takahashi
Sakue drew more pointed conclusions: since a declaration of war is not
necessary for war, French actions against China constituted a de facto
state of war, and third parties were accordingly obliged to declare and
maintain their neutrality. Takahashi consequently disapproved of the
informal agreements reached between France and Britain during the
conflict: that the conflict could be construed as a simple problem confined
to the navies of France and China. France’s action was untenable, but so
was the position taken by third parties. Although a formal declaration
of neutrality, like a declaration of war, was not mandatory, Takahashi
maintained that neutral parties could not stand by simply as observers but
were obliged, in the face of a de facto war, to maintain strict neutrality. He
thus encouraged the international community to take up these questions
at a future convention.46
Nonetheless, the behavior of Britain and France in this Sino-French
dispute taught the Japanese a valuable lesson: a state might manipulate
international law to its own advantage. Whatever the judgment as to
“who won the war,” and China’s proud claims of victory continue to be
supported by recent scholarship—France had managed, by not declaring
war, to both maintain a gentleman’s agreement with Britain for peaceful
relations and pressure Chinese shippers to cease transports of rice, a
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measure that reportedly raised rice prices in northern ports near Beijing
and encouraged the Chinese court to negotiate.47 Through all this, Japan
continued to treat both France and China impartially, as a friend to both.
But behind the scenes, Japan took advantage of China’s distraction in
order to expand Japanese influence into Korea. Several foreign diplomats
in China noted that the Chinese were increasingly willing to settle matters
with France in order to devote their full attention to Japan and Japanese
activity in Korea.48
5. Official Neutrality in 1898
The Sino-French conflict remained distressing to many in the international
community, for the reasons outlined by Geffcken and Takahashi.
Reforms regarding declarations of war and the laws of contraband were
presented for discussion at the Institut de droit international and would
inform actions taken at the Hague Peace Conferences in 1899 and 1907.
More germane to this essay, however, is the fact that because the SinoFrench conflict never became an official war, Japan’s revised neutrality
proclamation was not promulgated until the Spanish-American War in
1898. Recall from above the way in which neutrality developed in the
nineteenth century: the international community interpreted neutrality
as abstention and impartiality but, in 1907, determined that international
law made a rule of impartiality only; abstention was left to national
laws. Japan’s revised neutrality proclamation, prepared in 1884 but not
issued until 1898, seems to have settled with the majority on neutrality as
impartiality. Or did it? Both the terminology and the practice of neutrality
demonstrate a marked variability in the late nineteenth century, for these
were transcultural phenomena under processes of construction.
Let us look at terminology first. In the 1884 and 1898 iterations of Japan’s
neutrality proclamation kyokugai chūritsu continued to serve as the
translation word for neutrality. But by way of abbreviation, references
to a “neutral power” dropped kyokugai from the compound term and
expressed the term simply as chūritsukoku (中立囯). Does this mean that
chūritsu alone became a sufficient translation for neutrality? One might
draw such a conclusion, since in the Japanese language today, chūritsu is
the term for neutrality, while a kyokugaisha (局外者) is an outsider. But
why then did the Japanese government persist in expressing neutrality
as the compound term, kyokugai chūritsu? An explanation lies in its nonJapanese referent. While the Japanese term for formal neutrality remained
constant, the official translations of Japan’s neutrality proclamation
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changed. In 1870, the official English and French versions rendered
kyokugai chūritsu as “strict neutrality.” However, in 1884, the same term
was translated as “strict and impartial neutrality.” In 1898, it was again
“strict neutrality.”49 The Japanese wording remained the same, while its
French and English translations changed.
It turns out that these language differences are not significant. Or, to put
the point more exactingly, these terminological differences are variations
in parole, speech performances directed at target audiences. A survey
of neutrality proclamations in roughly the last third of the nineteenth
century reveals a similar variation among those of other states. Consider
the following list:
“attitude . . . of strict neutrality” (Venezuela, 1898)
“conserver la neutralité” (Haiti, 1854)
“de maintenir une stricte neutralité” (France, 1861)
“maintain the strictest neutrality” (Netherlands, 1877)
“maintain full and strict neutrality” (Greece, 1898)
“d’observer une stricte neutralité” (France, 1877, 1911)
“d’observer scrupuleusement les devoirs de la neutralité” (Italy, 1870)
“scrupulously observe the duties of neutrality” (Italy, 1877)
“observe a strict neutrality” (France, 1898)
“observe the most strict neutrality” (Haiti, 1898; Spain, 1877)
“observe the most strict and absolute neutrality” (Portugal, 1866)
“observe the strictest neutrality” (Netherlands, 1898, 1904, 1911)
“the preservation of perfect neutrality” (Netherlands, 1866)
“preserving the strictest neutrality” (Venezuela, 1917)
“remain neutral” (Peru, 1870)50
From these examples we first observe that, in general, few countries
issued declarations of neutrality that made a point of declaring neutrality
per se. An equally common alternative was simply to issue regulations
governing the behavior of subjects or belligerents during war. One
variation of this alternative was the practice of Sweden, whose neutrality
law demanded “the strict observance” of Royal ordinances concerning
trade and navigation during war (1866, 1894). Venezuela did likewise
in 1898, but many countries simply proclaimed laws that undertook to
regulate behavior during war.51
Second, none of these countries is consistent with either the issuance of
a neutrality proclamation or its phrasing. A state may issue a neutrality
proclamation during one war but not the next; proximity to the theatre of
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war was surely a factor in a government’s decision whether or not to declare
formal neutrality. Moreover, any given state’s representation of neutrality
is quite variable. “Strict” is the most common attribute of neutrality,
but in practice, how does “strictest” or “full” or “perfect” or “absolute”
compare to strict neutrality? These words qualify the announcement of
a government’s intentions to rest neutral, but they have no direct bearing
on the content of neutrality regulations, which are generally identical.
Perhaps the most unusual phrasing of neutrality was that of the United
States neutrality proclamation in 1870, which demanded “the duty of an
impartial neutrality” during the Franco-Prussian War and provided a set
of laws that include both those respecting the abstention of United States
citizens from the war and those impartially restricting the behavior of all
belligerents in United States territory. It seems that in this United States
case, “impartial” could encompass both abstention and impartiality.52
If we compare for a moment the development of translation words
for neutrality in China, which had provided the sources for Japanese
translation words, we see a similar indeterminacy of terminology. As
noted above, the Chinese translators of international law who worked
with W.A.P. Martin at the Tongwenguan in Beijing continued to use juwai
(or kyokugai in Japanese) for neutrality. But in the late 1880s, a rival
translator at a rival institution—John Fryer at the Jiangnan Arsenal in
Shanghai—introduced terminology much more like that of the Japanese.
Instead of juwai alone, Fryer started using the Japanese compound term,
juwai zhongli (or kyokugai chūritsu), as well as its two components. It is not
clear whether Fryer was specifically influenced by Japanese translations in
his choice of Chinese translation words for neutrality, but Rune Svarverud
has concluded that, apart from Fryer’s use of the compound term, both
juwai and zhongli served Fryer as “technical” translations for neutrality,
and both appear as “stylistic variations” in Fryer’s translations.53 In spite
of this variability, Chinese choices of translation terminology changed
absolutely in 1902 because of Japanese preferences. In that year, three
legal texts translated into Chinese from the Japanese produced a new
standard for Chinese translation work based on Japanese precedents.
Thenceforth, juwai zhongli was the translation word for neutrality, which
could be shortened to zhongli alone.54 Japan’s successful westernization
had become a model for a new generation of Chinese activists, whose
borrowing of Japanese terms produced new norms for China in the first
decade of the twentieth century.
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In addition to these variations in the terminology of neutrality, the practice
of announcing neutrality was equally unsettled. The large collection of
neutrality statements issued at the start of the Spanish-American War in
1898 displays a wide range of possibilities.55 Roughly half of the countries
assured the United States of its neutrality during the conflict; four of
these—Ecuador, Guatemala, Paraguay, and Peru—added that they were
doing so in light of their responsibilities under international law. The
other half issued formal declarations of neutrality accompanied by sets
of laws. Of this half, only one country, China, issued laws that pertained
to the behavior of belligerents alone. In this regard, China’s first formal
declaration of neutrality mimicked that of Japan in 1870. Likewise, only
one country, Liberia, issued laws that pertained to Liberian citizens alone
and demanded that they abstain from all interaction with belligerents.
Mexico and Rumania declared their neutrality and added simple
injunctions to their respective citizens to rest neutral and not to involve
themselves in the war. The Dominican Republic was unique in issuing a
lengthy statement that exhorted the belligerents to respect its freedom
of commerce, since the Dominican Republic depended on United States
shipments of grain, and encouraged its citizens to be productive so that
there would be sufficient food in the country for the duration of the war.
Two countries—Belgium and Russia—emphasized that their neutrality
rested on the 1856 Declaration of Paris, which guaranteed the freedom
of neutral goods, eliminated privateers, and specified conditions for a
blockade.
The majority of the latter half of countries issued neutrality declarations
such as those described earlier, a set of laws that commanded their
neutral subjects to abstain from participation in the war, and a set of laws
that restricted the behavior of belligerents in neutral ports and territory.
Japan was among this most thorough and progressive group, alongside
some European states (Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, the
Netherlands, and Portugal) and some from the Americas (Brazil, Haiti,
and Venezuela). By 1898, these general trends in the practice of neutrality
arguably demonstrate a growing European and American acceptance of
international law, which was also making inroads into Asia. In addition
to Japanese and Chinese declarations of neutrality, Thailand and the
Ottoman Empire also gave assurances of neutrality during the conflict.
A perhaps more profound indication of the transcultural development of
international law in 1898 is the small group of states who noted the authority
upon which their neutrality was grounded. In addition to the Belgian and
Russian reiterations of the 1856 Declaration of Paris, a handful of states
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made specific reference to international law as the ground of neutrality:
China, Haiti, Italy, Japan, and Russia. In addition, both Great Britain and
Haiti noted that their position of neutrality arose from respective treaties
with the United States, which bound them to specific policies of neutrality
in the event that the United States was a belligerent in a war. Three
states, however, were especially astute in making clear that a declaration
of neutrality followed from both international law and domestic law:
Britain, Italy, and Japan. If the customs and agreements of international
law gave a state its international responsibilities of neutrality, these three
states also noted that their laws restricting both subjects and belligerents
followed from a duly constituted domestic authority. The law of the land
governs not only domestic subjects and citizens of foreign powers but also
belligerents within its territory. As the Japanese had learned in 1870, the
point of neutrality encompasses both the prohibitions on the behavior of
subjects and belligerents, and the power to enforce those prohibitions.
Japan was well on its way to achieving the neutrality that it had originally
sought in 1870.
6. Conclusions
Japan was not alone in working out a position of neutrality in the
nineteenth century. This essay has sought to demonstrate that even as the
concept and practice of neutrality were introduced to Japan in the 1860s,
the meaning and practice of neutrality among the Family of Nations in
Europe and the Americas remained unsettled. Japan accordingly took its
cues from its fellows in the international community. As neutrality evolved,
states placed restrictions on their own subjects and the belligerents of a
war; at the same time, the power to enforce those restrictions was given
greater heed. But cultural variation in practice was the rule, and only with
the 1907 Hague convention did the international community agree on a
common concept and practice of neutrality.
What does this tell us about international law and the attempt to reform
the laws of war as a transcultural process? One great source of uncertainty
is the habit that Coleman Phillipson once noted: that a provisional action
in war provides a precedent that will subsequently become understood
as custom and thereby a principle of international law.56 Neutrality, by
comparison, was a concept recognized as necessary by the family of nations
in the nineteenth century, and hence its history is cause for optimism. A
majority of the powers supported and adopted progressive developments
with neutrality and were willing, at the 1907 Hague Peace Conference, to
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agree to several new international rules that would henceforth govern the
relations between belligerents and neutrals in war. Such willingness on the
part of the international community to compromise is remarkable, even if,
within a decade, other matters on which compromise proved impossible
gave rise to disputes that would tear the Family of Nations apart.
Author’s Note. Earlier versions of this essay were presented for the
inaugural conference of the European Society for the History of Political
Thought at the European University Institute, Florence (2009), and at the
Cluster of Excellence “Asia and Europe, in a Global Context” of Heidelberg
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